OTARI-WILTON’S BUSH TRUST
News and Views December, 2015
Web site: www.otariwiltonsbush.org.nz. For all walks meet at the Information Centre, Te Marae o
Tane unless otherwise stated. Walks with talks first will start at the Leonard Cockayne Centre.
Unless otherwise stated walks are free to Trust members, otherwise $5.
For information re walks and seminars contact the Treehouse on (04) 499 1400

The first Saturday of
each month. 9am

Plant care is on the first Saturday of each month. No plant care in
January. It will resume 7th February – the first Saturday in February.
Contact Wilbur Dovey, 499 1044.

Sunday 24
January
2pm

Plants that Poison, Maim and Kill An easy one and a half hour walk.
Leader Margaret Crimp

Sunday 28
February
2pm

Puketea Grove. A relatively easy walk of about 1.5 to 2 hours return to
the hidden Puketea Grove. See old kingfisher nests, an ancient mahoe,
and mature puketea trees alongside a pleasant steam. Good footware is
required. Leader Chris Moore

The March Seminars will next year be the April seminars!!!
Part of the Festival of the Arts, “One for the Bird”, will be running in
the evenings at Otari. The exhibition is titled ‘One for the Bird’ and
will be a spectacular lighting show centred on bird installations around
the Circular Walk. Ticketing will be done in the Information Centre.
The exciting seminar programme will be in the March newsletter.

Thanks to Open Day helpers
Many thanks to all you wonderful members who help in so many ways on Open Day. Thanks to
those who bring along or leave various tempting delicacies for us to sell. Thanks to those who turn
up to help with packing the plants, and working on the barbecue, the cake stall, coffee stall and the
cards and raffle stand.
This year we were incredibly lucky with the weather. The rain stopped at 8.30, the sun came out
and it was even calm. People sat out on the deck with their cakes and coffee or delicious sausages
from the barbecue. At 2pm we started clearing away and suddenly, out of the blue, at 2.30 it was
raining again!
Open Day Raffle Winners
First: Chris Horne
Second : Mary-Angela Tombs.
Third: Phil Parnell
Chris chose the Walking Stick, Mary-Angela chose the Native Plants, and Phil won the Rewarewa
Bowl.
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Chairman’s Message

Hi all,
Summer is almost here but El Nino is causing a few last minute problems to keep
us on our toes! Otari Native Botanic Garden and Wilton's Bush Reserve has been
busy with local and international visitors enjoying the facilities on offer.
Nice to see we get mentioned frequently in the DomPost as a favourite place to go
in Wellington by a wide range of people. It is a credit to the staff and the volunteers
who help in a wide range of areas.
The new rock wall is now complete and the first of the plantings are starting to grow. The plants in
front of the Leonard Cockayne Centre are now flowering well, showing how native plants can be
incorporated into a domestic situation. The cruise ship season is in full swing and our thanks to all
guides and hosts who help out on these days.
I recently attended the NZ Plant Conservation Network conference and met up with some more
great contacts and enjoyed the southern hospitaility in the Otago Museum. A wide range of
interesting speakers including Anita Benbrook (a former Otari curator) who talked on the growth of
restoration groups in the last ten years in which the Trust was at the forefront. These groups now
have gone from 12 to 124 in the last 10 years. Bev Abbott has more detail in her article and we are
hoping to entice one or two of the speakers for our seminar series next April.
The annual open day was a roaring success and we had a great turnout of volunteers and sold out
most of the stalls etc. Again thanks to all who contributed on the day. We have also released our
2016 calendar on sale for $15 so grab some; they make a great Xmas present.
Thanks to all the photographers who contributed their images and to Apex Print in Petone who did a
great printing job.
The WCC have contracted an engineering consultancy to measure and provide mapping for the 800
year old Rimu. This will enable a suitable platform to be constructed further protecting the base
and roots of this Otari icon. The Trust has helped fund this work and now landscape designers will
provide Rewi with the next steps and a detailed design as we need to ensure this tree survives
as long as possible.
Finally I would like to thank Finn Michalak for all the great work and enthusiasm he has put into
Otari. The Trust wishes him well in his new biodiversity role with Greater Wellington Regional
Council.
Have a great festive season and I look forward to seeing you at Otari when you need a break from
the rigours of the Xmas rush!
Kind regards
Phil Parnell
Chair
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Otari Report
Kia ora koutou,
It looks like we will be having a bumper flowering season for some species
this year, already I can see masses of flower buds on titoki, tawa, rewarewa
and hinau along the canopy walkway. However the season also is brings
weeds, weeds, weeds! The team will be busy on hands and knees until we
dry out a bit and growth slows down.
Our new adaptation garden is now planted below the Cockayne lookout and we are looking
forward to some good plant growth here over the summer. We are working on writing
some interpretive material now that will illustrate to our visitors how plants have adapted
over time to cope with their environment, deter predators and help reproduce.
It’s with regret that I announce that Finn Michalak has resigned. Finn has worked at Otari
for six years now as a collection curator and is now off to join Greater Wellington Regional
Council to carry out vegetation surveying with their Biodiversity Team.
Finn has had a leading hand with many projects during his time at Otari, including the
renewal of several gardens after our collection review, including the Leonard Cockayne
Centre and the new Adaptations garden, has led the maintenance of our Te Papa Museum
contract for several years, and has helped formed greater links between DOC which has led
to the replanting of several threatened species in the Wellington and Wanganui region. We
wish him all the best with his new position at Greater Wellington.
Many thanks to all Trust members who contributed to a successful Open Day in
September. From my perspective this was one of the most successful Open Days we have
had. The day saw a constant stream of people in Otari, the plant sale went extremely well
(90.2% of plants sold) and the presentations, seminars and walks had full attendance. The
day could not have been the success it was without the contributions of the many Trust
volunteers helping.
I must also thank the Trust for supporting the recent New Zealand Plant Conservation
Network conference held in late October in Dunedin (www.nzpcn.org.nz). The Trust
contributed towards the welcome event which was held in conjunction with the release of
Sir Alan Marks recent autobiography. The event was attended by several hundred people,
resulting in great exposure of the Trusts commitment to support New Zealand plant
conservation; long may it continue.
I’d like to wish you all the best for the coming holiday season, enjoying the sun, good food
and good company. Whatever you are doing, have a safe and pleasant Christmas and New
Year.
Kind regards,
Rewi Elliot
Team Manager
Otari Native Botanic Garden and Wilton's Bush Reserve
Email: rewi.elliot@wcc.govt.nz
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Trust Board 2015 – 2016
The Board of Trustees for the current year is:
Chairman Phil Parnell

93 Amritsar St, Khandallah.
Phone: 479 2239

landy@xtra.co.nz

Secretary: Margaret Crimp:

167 Wilton Rd., Wilton.
Phone: 475 3263

Treasurer. Jocelyn Hoskin

14 Warwick St, Wilton. jocelynhoskin@clear.net.nz
Phone: 475 8696

m.crimp@xtra.co.nz

Bev Abbott

40 Pembroke Road, Northland

bevabbott@xtra.co.nz

Peter Buxton

106 Weld St, Wadestown.

pebuxton@xtra.co.nz

Phone: 472 3456

Wilbur Dovey

40 Warwick St., Wilton.

cweag.dovey@xtra.co.nz

Phone: 499 1044

Ian Stockwell

2 Paisley Terrace, Karori .

stockwellian@hotmail.com

Phone: 476 3630

Cathy Wylie

43 Huntleigh Park Way, Ngaio.

Cathy.wylie@nzcer.org.nz

Phone: 475 6468

Phone: 938 6498

The trustees welcome individual communications from members on any matters relating to
Otari-Wilton’s Bush Reserve or the Trust, particularly from those who would like to assist and participate in
our activities.

Newsletter: Vera Burton. Phone 938 8207. davee@paradise.net.nz

The Otari-Wilton’s Bush Trust Calendar
is available now!
Cost: $15
At weekends the hosts will be
able to help you. If you wish to
purchase from Monday to
Friday you will have to make
arrangements to meet staff or
Trust members.
(Beautiful photos – my favourite is the kereru.
Ed)
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Otari Open Day 26 September 2015
Photos by Raydeen Cuffe
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The Cat Tracker Project
The Cat Tracker project, a joint venture between Victoria University of
Wellington and the Wellington City Council, seeks to investigate the
movement and management of cats in New Zealand. Participants are loaned a
cat harness and a GPS unit for one week to record their cat’s travels. So far, the
research project, led by Dr. Heidy Kikillus, has tracked over 100 cats in the
Wellington region. There has been a huge amount of individual variation
between cats, with some barely leaving the house to others that disappear for
days at a time and clock up several kilometres. Some cat owners have also
been surprised to find their cats “cheating” on them with other families in the
neighbourhood. Cat Tracker is an ongoing project, but future data analysis
hopes to uncover
information about
how far pet cats
travel from home,
their habitat
preferences, and
daytime vs. nighttime activity.
The information
will be shared with
the community so
that cat owners can
make more
informed decisions
about how they
manage their pets.
Cat Tracker is
funded by a WWFNZ Conservation
Innovation Award.
For more info
about the project
and to see the maps
of cats tracked to
date, please visit
www.cattracker.nz.
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New Zealand Plant Conservation Network
Conference
This conference only happens every second year, and for anyone with an interest in
plant conservation, it is well worth attending. This year’s programme offered a choice
of four workshops on Day One, a choice of three field trips on Day Four, and in
between, a single stream of 34 presentations. Long-time conservationist Sir Alan
Mark launched his autobiography at the welcome function. The Network’s annual
awards were presented at the conference dinner, and a silent auction raised $5,000 for
the NZPCN’s scholarship fund.
Collectively, the speakers illustrated the diversity of ways that different parts of the plant conservation
community are working towards a better understanding of New Zealand’s plants, and their protection and
restoration.
Emma Bodley described conservation initiatives at the Auckland Botanic Gardens, including their kakabeak
seed orchard which enabled them to lodge 17,000 kakabeak seeds in the national seedbank in Palmerston
North. Setting up seedbanks for Metrosideros bartlettii and Lophomyrtus species is now urgent given the
imminent threat of the arrival of Myrtle Rust disease from Australia.
Several speakers spoke about practical restoration initiatives in Otago. One of the most informative was
John Barkla’s account of many years’ work to protect several species of threatened lowland Olearia. A key
step was obtaining better distribution data from vegetation surveys conducted as part of the High County
Tenure Review process. This led to several new reserves. DOC is also trying to overcome the low survival
rates of seedlings in the wild, but cost effectiveness is an issue.
There were two papers from university researchers who are exploring genetic differences within species.
One had a taxonomic focus; Jessie Prebble is sorting out the relationships between the six taxa in the Mysotis
pygmaea group. The other had a conservation management focus because Pittosporum obcordatum has
small and isolated populations in many parts of New Zealand.
Natives on farmland was another theme. A Landcare research project found surprisingly high species
diversity on some farms. A Southland nurseryman described how he’d encouraged farmers to plant mixed
natives on shelter belts. A QEII National Trust representative outlined the management challenges ahead
given the recent covenanting of 53,000 hectares of former pastoral leasehold land.
One of the conference highlights was Tim Logan, an articulate and enthusiastic Year 13 student who
described his dryland total/matai restoration project on his parent’s property, and his investigation into the
effects of grazing on small grassland plants. Tim won the Prime Minister’s Future Scientist Prize in 2014.
Anita Benbrook, who worked at OWB for 14 years, described ways that Wellington City Council is working
with community groups to achieve better conservation outcomes. As one example, Council is increasing the
number of species available for ecological restoration projects so groups can plant missing species and
layers, e.g. more ground cover species, and more vines. Just 38 species were available in 2004. There are
now 58, and the number will rise to 125 within the next few years.
Paula Warren of DOC and Marie Brown of the Environmental Defence Society spoke about legislative
protection for plants, including the Minister for Conservation’s intention to review the Native Plant
Protection Act 1934.
Animals were not ignored. We learned from Brian Patrick that the larvae of our endemic butterflies rely for
their food on just five host families, and they thrive on forest edges in shrublands and in liane-rich
communities.
At a time when the vision of a predator-free New Zealand is attracting so much attention and money, it was
reassuring to hear from people and organisations that are still working to protect New Zealand’s unique
indigenous flora.
Bev Abbott
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Waybread and Flax.
Waybread and Flax is a book of poetry to be published by Steele Roberts in
December.
The author, Belinda Diepenheim, once worked as an apprentice at Otari, the
experience giving her an enduring love of native plants.
Waybread and Flax is about the settling of NZ by Pakeha and the plants of
England, NZ, and the species brought to NZ after Captain Cook's journey.
Belinda wants to invite any friends of Otari to her launch, which will be on a
Saturday in December. (To be advised)

Finn Michalak’s Collecting trip: Central Otago

Left: Looking at the Remarkables from the Old Woman
Range
Below left: Caltha obtusa, usually in flower for a short
time, 1 week after snow cover melts
Below right: The unique ground cover vegeation humps
on the very tops of the Old Woman Range
Below: Ranunculus enysii
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BMX Track at Ian Galloway Park : Progress Report
Trust members will, no doubt, have been wondering what is happening with the BMX
track at Ian Galloway Park, given the on- again, and off- again nature of the work being
done there, over the past two months. The recent phase of work was to do with
the drainage installation and site levelling, and has been funded by the Wellington City
Council. We understand that the Council's financial contribution, for the work involved
in this part of the project, is in the vicinity of $ 80,000.
The Capital BMX Club have advised that the track build (proper), which the Club is
responsible for, should start some time during the last week of November, and that
the construction timetable provides for the completion of the track build in January 2016.
The BMX track is expected to be operational in February. The Club plans, around midDecember,2015, when the track build should have been in progress for at least two weeks, to issue a press
release, and update its website and Facebook page.
Ian Stockwell

55 - 85 Curtis Street Development
Otari Wilton's Trust members will have read reports in the newspapers, since the last newsletter, about
Environment Court decisions on proposed developments at the 55 - 85 Curtis Street site. These reports were
not entirely accurate so we asked the Creswick Valley Resident's Association (CVRA),for comments.
The Association has advised that the Environment Court released its final decision, earlier in November, on
the appeals to the site-specific zoning and the resource consent for earthworks to fill the valley at 55-85
Curtis Street. The Court released its interim decision on the appeals on 28 August, directing the Council to
amend the conditions of resource consent and parts of Plan Change 77. For a number of reasons, some of
which were reported in the media, that process has only just been concluded, so the final decision was issued
on 12 November.
The CVRA reports that the Environment Court hearing in June was a very large undertaking for the
Association, and felt a little like David versus Goliath, as CVRA conducted its own case without legal
counsel present, using only three expert witnesses. In total there were around 20 expert witnesses called, and
a huge volume of evidence was presented to the Court.
The Association has commented that, while it cannot claim to have “won” the case by reversing the
Council’s decisions, it is pleased with the outcome. Several additional protections for the valley have been
added, and none of the protective conditions challenged by the landowner was removed by the court. This
would not have occurred if CVRA had not appealed the Council’s decisions to grant the earthworks and
adopt Plan Change 77.
The particular conditions that the Court has directed the Council to incorporate in the Plan Change included:
• Requirements for planting, and more constrained access from Curtis Street;
• Protection of the Old Karori Road (or western) side of the site by making buildings and structures noncomplying on the buffer zone;
• The introduction of a mandatory concept plan for the site, which will require more detailed consideration
of how any development will take place;
• Making subdivision of the site a non-discretionary activity subject to assessment.
The final form of the concept plan, filed on 12 November, completely removed the northern access off Curtis
Street that was sought by the landowner. In addition, since the appeals to the Environment Court were first
filed, the volume of fill proposed to be used at the site has been reduced by a quarter (around 10,000 cubic
metres) from the first proposal, for over 43,000 cubic metres.
The CVRA believes that the next step will presumably be the start to the earthworks. The Association has
had no indication of when earthworks will begin, but assumes they will go ahead once an appropriate source
of fill is identified.The economics of any development on the site are greatly enhanced if there is access to
'free' fill, from large developments, elsewhere in Wellington.
Ian Stockwell
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Endangered Species Foundation
Many Trust members may have read the report in 'The Wellingtonian' of 5 November,
2015,entitled 'Fight to Save Endangered Lizard'. This report mentioned the recently
established Endangered Species Foundation. So what does the Foundation do? The
website tells us that it is a registered charitable foundation supporting ' high priority
conservation projects that protect New Zealand's most vulnerable indigenous species and
habitats from extinction'..
The Foundation's claim to uniqueness is that it provides:
Unconditional support - the support is focused on where the need is most urgent, rather
than on what has the most public appeal
Sustainable funding - the funding is based on a substantial central fund which ensures sustainable support
to projects and on-going returns for investor input and is
Results oriented - the fund work at the conservation coalface. Projects are funded which make the greatest
difference and which can be sustained into the future and it is
Professionally run - it is a professionally-run organisation, supported by acknowledged experts in their
fields, plus it is
Independent - as an independent organisation, projects it funds are not susceptible to a shift in support,
they are in it for the long-term and
It is not a lobby organisation organisation, projects we fund are not susceptible
Several projects that are underway are as follows :
Makara Project - the Foundation is supporting the development of 'a place where plant refugees are
safeguarded from browsers, predators and weeds, The project will provide homes for native birds,
lizards,and insects to co-exist'.The Foundation is working on ' developing the Makara Project into a concept
that can be taken to other communities and run by other organisations'.
Development of a insect captive breeding facility - this would be for endangered New Zealand insects.The
project plan is currently being developed at the New Zealand School of Forestry, Canterbury University.
Maui's Dolphin - work is being done with DOC towards establishing a consultative group and providing
funding support to conserve this unique dolphin, whose numbers have fallen to very critical levels.
The Foundation welcomes donations.
For further information on the Foundation please either email info@endangeredspecies.org.nz or
telephone +64 (0)3 467 9254. The postal address is ESFNZ,PO Box 8135,Dunedin 9041 website
www.endangeredspecies.org.nz
Ian Stockwell

More photos from open day
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Clematis forsteri
This is a variable species of Clematis, mostly found along forest margins, streamsides, and other
open places. While stems can reach 5 metres, it is more usually found scrambling over shrubs. Like
most Clematis it flowers prolifically, flowers are yellowish cream. The plant illustrated is female.
The foliage can be very variable; there is a Cook Strait variant which used to be a separate species
(C. hookeriana) and has much more divided leaves; it is found around the Wellington coast as far
north as Kapiti as well as in the Marlborough Sounds. Clematis forsteri is easy to cultivate given
something to climb. Like all native Clematis it likes a cool moist root run and a sunny place to
flower in.
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OTARI-WILTON’S BUSH TRUST
(Supporting Otari-Wilton’s Bush Reserve)

Membership Application Form
We are delighted to welcome new members – whatever your interest in Otari-Wilton's Bush
- from a desire to participate in active friendly volunteer support and educational activities,
or just the satisfaction of being associated with this wonderful native plant reserve.
Our membership year is from 1 April to 31 March. New members joining after 1 January will
have the membership accredited to the following year.
Yes, I would like to join the Trust.
Name (s) : ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Postal Address : …………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………
Telephone contact number/s : (

)…………………………………………………

E-mail address: <

>

Billing Name and Address :……………………………………………………………………………………….
(if different from above)

……………………………………………………………………………………….

Subscription

Corporate

$30

$

Double/Family

$15

$

Individual

$10

$

$5

$

Student/Unwaged

$

Donation*
Total payment

(please enclose cheque**)

$

*The Trust is registered as a Charitable organisation and donations over $5.00 qualify for a tax
rebate to individual taxpayers. (annual limits apply) We will provide a donation receipt to support your
tax rebate claim
**We regret we cannot process payments by Credit Card.
If you are interested in becoming a volunteer, please indicate the areas of interest to you from the
following list:
()
()
()

Work parties
Administration
Historical Research

() Hosting at the Information centre
() Guiding

Please send this completed form with your cheque to:
The Treasurer, Otari-Wilton’s Bush Trust, 160 Wilton Road, Wilton, Wellington 6012
Or pay by internet banking: .
Westpac Bank 030518: 0205713:00 50. Otari-Wilton's Bush Trust. Please add your name for a
reference.
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